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Notes from the President......

DOUG BINGHAM
President

Boy have we undergone some changes!
I'll start with Bob and Monica Loberg resign-
ing as Vice Presidents. In their words, "We
have enjoyed being a part of the USCA, but at
this point we have too much going on, and not
enough time to be actively involved and do
our fair share." We all want to extend our
thanks to the Lobergs for their unselfish work
in building the USCA in our first few years.
Maybe Bob can finally finish his sidecar
outfit.

I'm real pleased to announce the filling of
the Lobergs' V.P. position by Osie and Vi
Shanks of Ontario, Canada, the founders of
the Canadian Sidecar Owners Club. Osie and
Vi have really built the CSOC into a fine club.
And all of us are looking forward to their
participation in the growth of the USCA.

And I'm equally pleased about the addi-
tion of Terry Strassenburg to the Executive
Committee as Advertising and Promotions
Director, a real big job. Terry is one of the
founding fathers of our Association. His input
will be very valuable. With Terry moving into
this position, the team of Al Roach and Cathy
Bednar will be taking over the job of Member-
ship Contact Secretary.

And lastly, it's not yet been reported in
these pages that our editor Dorde Woodruff
was voted onto the Executive Committee just
before the rally.

On another subject, I'd like to put a few
things to rest regarding the Annual Rally and
the USCA officers. With the exception of
Dorde who in her professional position got a
modest amount of expense money, we pay our
own way to the rallies. The only freebies are
dinner and a rally pin and shirt.

AAAh! Speaking of T-shirts, once in a
while the word rip-off on T-shirt price ($9.00)
is brought up. Please, we always buy good
quality shirts that will last for years.

Our cost is almost $5.00 each. Now add
original art work (it's good art!) and layout,
shipping, etc., and cost is approximately $6.00
a shirt. Hey! You say that's still $3.00 left over.
Right. Now us officers cop a few shirts, and
some of the other hard-working volunteers get
shirts. And gee, we certainly have to make
sure the rally host receives some, too - without
the rally host we would be picking daisies. No
need to be a genius to figure that it costs us six
bucks for every one we give away - not exactly
a money making proposition, is it? So what
you have is a good quality T-shirt at a reason-
able price, a limited edition which not every-
one can get. It's worth it, really.

There were many more ideas and plans at
Interlochen which will come up in future
issues. And again welcome to all the new
officers.
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Jottings from the Chapter Director
Hi to all.

By the time this is in print, Interlochen will be
a memory of good times, gone but not forgotten.
The amount of work going into the USCA Rally
each year is tremendous. It's many people working
together that makes these rallies some-thing to be
long remembered. Dan Doyle, Association Rally
Director, now adds his expertise and guidance to
the task. Let's not forget the Executive Committee,
and especially Doug Bingham and Ed Johnson.

But that's not to take anything away from the
Rally Coordinator(s). It takes a lot of time and
effort from that person or those people to have a
success. So let's tip our hats to Chuck and Ardis
Foust, as well as all of the others who made
Interlochen, Michigan, a USCA Rally worth
remembering. Now is the time to start planning for
next year's Rally.

It's good news time. Bill Wyatt has resumed
his duties as Central Illinois Chapter Director. Bill's
efforts in his area have caused a rapid growth of
USCA membership. We're all glad to see Bill back,
and look forward to his efforts on behalf of the
USCA.

I'd like to take some time to talk about Chap-
ters and Chapter Directors. A unique approach for
the Association Chapter Director to take, I know.

These questions have been asked: "Why do
Chapter Directors lose interest? Why doesn't our
chapter do more of this or that? Why?"

As I've said before, the C.D.s often choose
times and events on their own. This is to say that
the Chapter, you the USCA members, are not
giving your input to your Chapter Director.

When I was USCA-NW Chapter Director, I
found that sometimes I would plan an event and
few would show up. Later, perhaps months later, I'd
learn that others had planned to come but couldn't
make it. Still others had different plans for that day,
but wanted to make the next event. Unless you tell
your Chapter Directors, they have no way of
knowing these things. Limited participation just
equates to no interest, in the mind of the C.D.

It's easy to lose your own interest when you
spend time planning an event and then only 5% of
your total membership comes.

Second-time events are almost always better
attended. But unfortunately some good events have
fallen by the wayside before a second time is tried.
If the C.D. doesn't do anything for a while, people
want to know why. Very often these are the same
people who haven't attended any of the functions
you've had.

What can be done about this? First, all of you
Chapter Directors, hang in there. I found from my
own experience and by talking to others, that
participation grows when you keep at it. If you get
10% of your total chapter membership to show, it's
a success. Smaller chapters will often exceed this
10%, while very large chapters may not.

You the members need to let your C.D.s know
what you want. Write, call, or in some way (carrier
pigeon?) contact them and tell them what you like
or don't like. I remember a phone call I got just after
Sue and I moved to Washington. The member was
calling to say Hi. He was a truck driver, and was on
the road a lot. He didn't know if he could make any
of the events, but was offering any help he could
give. I never met that man, but I always remem-
bered the call.

Show up for as many events as you can. If you
can't make it or don't want to, let your C.D. know
why. I always felt that if I got communication from
members who couldn't make an event, it was worth
trying that idea another time.

We're lucky in the Association to have the
Chapter Directors we do. As a group you're doing
fine. Believe me, I appreciate it. So does the mem-
bership. They may have funny ways of showing it,
but they do appreciate it. Let's all support our
Chapter directors any way we can. Even if you have
no plans of ever attending any event, contact your
C.D., let him or her know what you think. It's
lonely to be the person in charge. All C.D.s can
relate to that.

Safe Sidecaring,
Jim Krautz
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Letters
A SURVIVOR

I'd like to thank the USCA for all the help
they've provided to me, just by being there.

In 1976 I purchased an American Eagle
sidecar from a local Honda dealer who had sold
me a 750 two years before. They had two Eagles
on the floor and told me they'd had the hacks for
a long time and would give me a real good price.

Knowing less than nothing about the care
and feeding of an outfit, when they said the bike
was supposed to lean into the hack a good two to
three inches, I believed them! Needless to say,
the rig made oblique right turns at every oppor-
tunity. I mean it was terrible. Had I known that
they knew as little as I did about mounting, but
weren't honest enough to tell me, I'd have done
some research into the matter.

The rig handled so poorly that I put the
hack on only in the winter (snow, you know) and
took it off as soon as possible every year. I
muscled the bike around for three winters, and
when I sold the bike in 1980, with 126,000
miles, sold the chair to a buddy, and bought a
new Honda CX500, I thought I was done with
sidecaring.

Quite by accident I saw an ad
in a magazine (Road Rider I think)
for the Sidecar Manuals. Not want-
ing my friend to suffer the way I
did, I sent for the manuals and we
set up the rig.

Well! After my first ride on a
properly-adjusted rig I felt as if the
weight of the world had lifted from
my shoulders (get it). I was hooked.
I joined the USCA and started
looking for a chair. After a while I
purchased a California Friendship
(terrific piece, great price, good
service) and we started in on what
has become a real attention-getter.

As a member of the Philadelphia Police
Department's Highway Patrol, Blue Knights
Pennsylvania II Chapter, AMA, and an MSF
Instructor, I cover a lot of ground (48 states so
far), meet a lot of people, ride all year round in
many parades and special events. And everytime
anybody expresses an interest in sidecaring I sing
the praises of the USCA and California Sidears.
When my chapter wants publicity or the news
media is at an event, the hack draws most of the
limelight, a fact that I don't mind at all. Enclosed
are recent press clippings, one from The Peace
Officer, and the other from the Bucks County
Courier Times, reporting on a rainy Memorial
Day parade, and a still of me and the outfit.

Edmondo "Steady Eddie" Donato, #2122
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Eddie, you better be steady wheeling a-
round in the rain with the sidecar wheel up like
that (Courier Times photo); next time send us
one of those photos! It's nice to see that cops
(official helmet and all) aren't always all busi-
ness. And amazing that you ever wanted to get
near a rig again after surviving two or three
inches of lean-in. Horrors! That Honda shop
must have been out to destroy sidecaring.

Blue Knight Donato and outfit
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RALLYING
We attended the Metroplex Road Riders

Poker run May 20th, and met some other rig
owners. I would estimate the total attendance at
about 400 people. Four sidecar rigs (including
ours) made the 60-mile poker run and entered
the judging. We met the couple that owned the
combo that was chosen as the best. The owner's
first name is Darrel and they are from Ft. Worth.
His is a Honda Interstate/California Friendship
and is all color—matched very nicely. I gave him
an application form and showed him a copy of
the Sidecarist.

Letters

Melissa McCann and Velorex outfit

The skies were cloudy all day but I shot
some pictures anyway. I hope you can use them
but will understand if you can't. Our rig is the
Honda Gold Wing/Velorex. Our daughter Mel-
issa is in the car.

Having just moved here from West Texas
we couldn't afford to make the national meet in
Michigan this year. Hope to see you all next year.

Jeff McCann, #2650, Irving, Texas

Jeff, how do you expect us to resist that cute
little Melissa? Finding other rigs on a run is
always a pleasant bonus.
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Letters
LETTER TO DOUG
Subject: USCA Rally.

Just a note to tell you that I enjoyed the
1984 Rally and meeting you, Jim Krautz, and
Chuck Foust. Ron Plender, Woody Wilson, and I
all had a good time. Thanks.

Bruce Hunt, #359, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin

Amen. Anyone who didn't enjoy meeting
people at the rally, and have a good time, must
have been under some kinda black cloud.

HELP THE EAGLE FLY
Just a short note to say thanks, Dorde, for

the article you did for AM, I really enjoyed it.

Also, being a printer (plate worker) I enjoy
the decent sized type that you use to put together
The Sidecarist, and the large size of the layout.
Also the print job is excellent! Please pass that
along to the printer, O.K.?

I got into sidecaring last year after I made
the 600-mile trip home from Moorhead Lake,
Maine, with my eight-year-old son strapped to
the back of my '78 Yam XS11. He fell asleep and
was falling to the left. At night people going by
didn't see the belt around his waist. One truck
driver motioned with his hand "sleep style"
against his chin that my son was asleep. On my
getting it across that I had a belt around him, the
driver got off the freeway at the next exit.

Well, I picked up a '74 Moto Guzzi Police
special with 6600 original miles and a Spirit of
America Spirit Eagle sidecar on it. Now to get
the thing running! I was wondering if anyone
might be able to help me with getting a set of
installation instructions for my sidecar (as the
company is out of business). The company that
bought them out was no help at all. Does any-
body still carry parts for the Spirit Eagle?

I'm looking forward to sidecaring in the
future. Thanks for your time and help.

Walt Huntsinger, #2704, Cherry Hill, NJ

Walt
Some Spirit Eagle owner must be the saving

type who still has the instructions and can send
you a copy. We'd like a copy for the Association
archives, too. A collection of hard-to-come-by
installation instructions for models no longer
being manufactured would be valuable.

As you know from reading these pages, I
think dual-purpose sidecars are a neglected
resource in motorcycling deserving of more
attention, so I'm glad you took the time to say
you liked the article.

Police motorcycles are heavy for many of us
as solo bikes, but a great value for the money,
accessory-wise, and this sounds like a neat rig.
Send us a photo.

Ralph will be glad his efforts are appreci-
ated by a fellow printer. USCA  members are
generous with praise, which makes our work
worthwhile.

GO TO IT, GOULDINGITES
Just returned from the Interlochen rally. I

won the plaque for the oldest oufit trailered to
the event, but there was much discussion as to
the age of my Goulding sidecar. I entered it as a
1937 model but there was doubt in the minds of
some as to its right age.

We are regular attendees to Daytona Beach
but no person there or at Interlochen could help.
I'm hoping some day to get some answers and if
possible literature. If the sidecar has a serial
number on it to help I cannot find one.

It was my first USCA rally to attend, being
a fairly new member, and it was the best function
my wife and I have ever been to. I expressed
these facts to Mr. Bingham and others in charge.
Especially Mr. Moore and his wife who ran the
campground. Everything seemed to fall right in
place at the prescribed time, and we enjoyed
ourselves.
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Being of the later age group we did not
expect to meet so many fine people, among them
Peter and Nina Sorbi from Massachusetts, Alfred
and Janice Neumann from Wisconsin, and Ren
and Millie Hunt from Michigan. Ren and Millie
were committee members for this rally and did
themselves justice with work and donations of
door prizes for the bingo.

There was also some discussion as to the
setup of my Goulding on the framework al-
though I have not changed it. It was the only
Goulding in attendance so that was also a prob-
lem. I have it hooked up to a '57 Harley Pan
which is decorated to my style. It's not a typical
historical vehicle because of the added chrome I
have put on it, but I like it. It was an attraction all
the time we were in Interlochen. If you can help
in finding or know anyone I can write to for the
information I am seeking I would appreciate it
very much.

I would also like to see a roster of USCA
members with addresses and bike and sidecars
they have and are running, something like the
Gold Wing manual with all Gold Wing owners'
addresses and capabilities for helping people
traveling through their particular area. Maybe a
roster by states would help too.

Glenn C. Hammond, Jr., #2745, 8161 E
Kemper Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45249

Okay,
Goulding experts, here's your chance to

enlighten this frustrated man.

As to a roster of members, Doug says in a
hastily scribbled note before taking off to En-
gland that sometimes it is possible to get a roster,
but we need a reason, for the protection of
members. Whether he is thinking of the list
getting into the wrong hands as regards the
possibility of theft, of members being bothered
with advertisements they don't want, or what, I
don't know.

Jim Krautz and Don Schwanke have been
working on the Emergency and Friendship List,
in this issue as a pullout (members, please do
check your entry if you are listed). As does the
BMWMOA Anonymous Book, and possibly
others I'm not familiar with, this list gives only
first names, towns, and telephone numbers.

There is a certainly a need to find other
sidecarists in your own particular area, especially
if it's a region with few of us, and we do have a
mechanism for that, the chapter. Chapter Direc-
tors have computer printouts of the members in
their areas.

What if there is no chapter in your area?
Well, start one! Even if you don't have much
time to promote events, any chapter activity is
better than no chapter activity, so whatever can
be done is worth while.

Now that some of us are getting computers,
we ought to think about a possible data service
for members, perhaps for a small fee, with which
we could pull out a list of Goulding or Gold
Wing owners, for instance. We will look into it.

Letters
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Rally Information
With the dust having settled on the 1984

USCA Rally at Interlochen, and with planning
well underway for the 1985 rally in Massachu-
setts, it is a good time to update the member-
ship about what goes into this annual event.

Putting together the annual rally is some-
what akin to planning an invasion. If the
operation is to be a success, people, services,
materials and, hopefully, good weather, must
all come together at a specific time and place.

The first order of business is, of course,
the selection of a site. USCA policy is that it
must be in an area somewhat distant from the
locations of annual rallies of the previous two
or three years. The site must be in an attractive
area close to the local USCA member who has
been talked into hosting the rally. Facilities
must be reasonably priced.

The program must be planned. Guided or
self-guided tours or rides must be developed.
Entertainment must be planned, with con-
tracts, if necessary, negotiated and entered
into. If food or beverages or both are to be
included, vendors must be found, prices
negotiated, and in some cases guarantees
given. Field events and kids games must be
planned.

Pins, trophies, tee shirts, and other items
must be designed and ordered. Door prizes
must be solicited or purchased. The sidecar
raffle must be launched. Arrangements must
be made for rental of tents, tables, chairs,
sound systems, and other necessary equip-
ment.

Publicity is all-important. The rally flyer
must be designed, printed, and distributed.
National publications must be asked to publi-
cize the event and invited to attend.

The rubber hits the road in about Novem-
ber of the preceding year, when the rally fee
must be set and the major program compo-
nents locked into place, so that the flyer can be
printed and the publicity effort begun.

While outstanding attendance is always
hoped for, the fee must be set at a level assur-
ing that the rally will meet its basic expenses,
even if attendance were down. Lousy weather,
for instance, could cause a last-minute drop in
attendance.

And should that happen, expenses would
still have to be met. Expenses of the rally, by
the way, include only costs directly related to
it. For example, USCA officers, while ex-
pected to be at the rally, pay for their own air
fare if they fly in, and their own ground trans-
portation if they ride to the rally.

Covering the basic expenses of the rally is
important. If it should lose money dues might
have to be raised, or the major expense of the
Association, the Sidecarist, be cut. But by the
same token, if the rally makes money, helping
to keep dues down and the quality of the
Sidecarist up, the members are benefited.

The final point to be made regarding the
annual rally is that the success of this social/
fund-raising event depends, in very large part,
on the local host, and on the support that
person receives from members in his or her
area. Ardis and Chuck Foust and the rest of the
Michigan folks did a terrific job in 1984.

The 1985 host, Jim Morris, will appreci-
ate the same kind of support from New En-
gland sidecarists. If you can help, give Jim a
call at 413/533-6686, or drop him a note at 33
South St., South Hadley MA 01075. Like the
rest of us, he's a volunteer and will value your
help.

I hope this has shed some light on this
aspect of the USCA's activities. Please call or
write if you have comments, suggestions, or
questions.

Dan Doyle, USCA Rally Director 1310
Gold Rush Way, Penryn CA 95663. 916/663-
2201
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Rally Information
THE ANNUAL RALLY
by Dorde Woodruff

For me USCA's big event of the year has
settled into a pattern: good camping, good
folks, a prime vacation area I probably
wouldn't have gone to on my own, and more
rigs than it is possible to study in the time
available.

Though raised mostly in the Midwest, I
rarely go there any more, and it has become
strange and exotic. By now I've been living in
the Southwest longer.

Getting off the plane in St. Louis was a
shock. The humid hotness of the air was
nothing like the humid coolness of Los Ange-
les, near the ocean. Running an unfamiliar rig,
accompanied by too many trucks, on the
inadequate, narrow, bumpy, two lanes of I-55
was not so much fun. I'm afraid my brother-in-
law was a bit insulted when I a) asked him if
he was going to live in Pontiac forever, and b)
replied to his questioning on how I liked
Illinois by saying not very much.

But soon things looked better. The Honda
Interstate/EML GT was a fun vehicle in which
to take my sister and her two boys on a ride
around the town. Pontiac is a well-kept place
with some interesting features, swinging
bridges, a park near the river with an above-
ground swimming pool because it often floods
there, a graveyard similarly positioned in
which the poor old bones just get wet on such
occasions, a colorful county building like so
many others only more so, and the many
nicely-painted false-front buildings downtown
that one tends to think are more typical of the
true West.

Wanting to see the country, I headed east
without a plan, knowing there was almost no
dead-end pavement in this square-gridded
country. The Midwest may be rich in roads,
but their number is balanced out by narrow-
ness and lack of a shoulder. Western roads may
be scarce but they'd be embarassed to be so

meager! Once I even encountered one of the
infamous Illinois one-laners, a single width of
concrete, in this case with wide gravel shoul-
ders to make up for the lack of pavement.
Fortunately no opposing vehicle came.

See the country I did, including one small
area near the Indiana border where only black
folks lived, with a gang of kids walking down
the road barefoot in the fragrant summer
afternoon for all the world as if we were in the
deep South.

A local man in Indiana recommended the
Tippecanoe State Park for "wilderness camp-
ing" at the canoe camp. This meant, I decided,
mosquitos, poison ivy, and an outhouse instead
of flush toilets.

That evening I was treated to some Mid-
western specialties. In these populated parts I
found you buy your firewood instead of gather-
ing it. I woke up in the middle of the night to a
spectacular lightning storm, and enjoyed
seeing fire-flies. The existence of fireflies is
one of the few ways in which the East is
superior to the West (sorry, Easterners, you're
dealing with a known and notorious Western
chauvinist).

All the firewood you can carry away in
one trip for a dollar seemed like a great bar-
gain, and you can bet I staggered the few feet
between the woodpile and the rig with all I
could balance. It turned out to be an even
greater bargain than I imagined, as it was so
green and wet it burned sufficiently poorly and
slowly to last the whole rest of the trip! The
two scarcely-burned logs of the first night's
fire and their fellows disappeared easily into
the cockpit of the GT.

Another advantage of the East is that it's
so flat that I was never out of the range of a
NOAA weather station broadcast. So with my
habitually-carried Weatheradio, I knew to
button up for the storm, although there was no
visible indication of it at bedtime.
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Rally Information
Turning north in the morning, I had to at

least go to U.S. highways to ever get to the rally.
As I progressed up through the Lower Peninsula
of Michigan, the country got prettier and the
traffic lessened. Close to Interlochen it had
become almost as pretty as the agricultural part
of Idaho, except without the canyons, and the
streams here were tamer.

After Tahoe and Estes Park, the Cycle-
Moore campground seemed a little plain and
small at first, though amply shaded by what
appeared to be rootstock cherry trees gone wild,
as they will do in areas of old orchards. On
Wednesday night, it already looked pretty full.
With my Western standards I carefully camped
at what felt like a decent distance from others,
then had to laugh as this interval became filled
in with about six other tents.

After Wednesday night's rain the weather
was perfect at the rally, and the close-together
camping became an advantage in getting around
to see all the different rigs and talk to people,
made it seem more like one big family. I think
the very nicest thing about USCA rallies is that
you take it for granted that everyone is willing
to be friendly. Touring afterwards in the usual
spectrum of friendlies and not-so-friendlies was
a bit of a come-down!

Like Tahoe and Estes Park, (the other
annual rallies I've been to, I can't speak for the
remainder), the Interlochen area is the focus of
an unbelievable number of tourist activities.
Nightly concerts had started at the world-
famous Interlochen Music Camp nearby. The
Grand Tour took riders through picturesque
small towns, lakeports, and through the rolling
countryside. Some visited the high dunes at the
Sleeping Bear National Lakeshore. Fish-eating
at local restaurants was popular. Some went
fishing on party boats. And if you wanted to,
there were canoe rides in the area, windsurfing
lessons, water-ski boats to rent, wineries to visit
for taste-testing - just all kinds of things to do.

Annual rallies are such a pleasing surfeit of
meeting people and of too many fine rigs, that I

never manage to do much but hang out at camp.
I did ride passenger on the Grand Tour, so I
could check out the ride in the GT sidecar and
take photos. The sidecar's ride was good, and the
seat wide enough to keep my camera pack handy
beside me. Ron Plender let me drive his current-
year Harley rig, which I thought was nicely set
up, in spite of his regret that the H-D sidecar
forks with less trail are no longer available.

The Michigan location was good, too, in
that many Midwesterners who haven't made it to
the Western rallies were able to attend, as well as
many Canadians. The assortment of hacks was
clearly different than that at the Western rallies.

I had to stay around until the article on the
rally for Cycle News East was done, which
included getting negatives developed at Traverse
City on Monday. Though most did depart on
Sunday morning, enough people remained that I
had to deliberately leave Monday morning.
There were still too many people to talk  to,
including the Moores themselves, and I had to
get my article off! My Indiana firewood supply
was still intact, since there had been plenty of
group fires to socialize at, and I gathered up left
over soft slabs of the Cycle-Moore wood which
would go well with it, and a five-gallon can
someone had abandoned, to put them in, so they
wouldn't slosh around on the floor of the GT.

By the time I got to Traverse City, after re-
supplying there the rest of the fternoon was
consumed in identifying the three rolls of photos
on the lawn of the library, closed on Mondays.

Midwesterners do know how to eat. At
Traverse City I bought delicious buffalo sausage,
and at various other places along the way bakery
bread, smoked fish, Spaetzle, specialty honey,
berry jelly, Michigan maple syrup (all we hear
about in the West is the Vermont variety), early
sweet corn from Georgia, and local straw-
berries. Midwesterners also know, apparently,
that the only strawberry shortcake worth eating
is the bisquit type, not the yucky yellow cake-
type you see in Western stores (sorry cake
lovers). I pigged out on strawberry shortcake.
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With three varieties of my own cherry trees
at home, I was not interested, personally, in the
cherries also being sold at many road-side stands.

The rally article was completed on the table
at the campsite at Fisherman's Island State Park
on the Lake Michigan shore in the far northern
reaches of the L.P. I don't know who was inhabit-
ing the towns while I was there, everyone
seemed to be at the beaches. When I was a kid in
Skokie, Illinois, I took the ferry over to Grand
Haven once, and discovered that all the nice sand
and the warm water of the Lake lives on the
eastern shore. It's no wonder people are serious
about their beach-going here, it was very nice.

Happy vacationers crowded the narrow
streets of the pretty resort town of Charlevois. It's
a conveniant place to pick up all the tourist
literature for the northern part of the L.P. and for
the Upper Peninsula now close by over the
Mackinac Bridge. One can pore over schedules
for boat trips to Mackinac and Beaver islands,
boat trips through the big Soo locks, leaflets
describing the Alger underwater preserve where
skindivers can look at some of the Great Lakes'
many old shipwrecks, nature preserves, narrow
gauge train rides, waterfalls, old lighthouses, and
canoe trips tough or tame. I learned that some of
the lakes here are old bays left over from the
larger, higher Ice Age waters that preceded Lake
Michigan.

Both the Mackinac and Soo bridges were
beautiful in a soft gray rain, too wet to wear the
Pentax to take photos on the run. Someday I'm
gonna have an underwater camera for these wet
conditions.

Despite the elegant Honda/EML rig, the old
Canadian customs guy must mistrust riders. He
kept asking me if I didn't have a weapon. Would
he feel better if I declared my two-inch penknife?
I was on the verge of doing this when he asked
me if I had a billy club, and what I would do it I
was attacked by a bear? Didn't I have a weapon?
I was tempted to tell him I had some very heavy
pieces of firewood. But you do not joke with
these fellows, any more than you do with the

ones at the airport X-rays. I guess it made up for
the B.C. Canadians being searched when they
entered the U.S. on the way to the rally.

The first available Provincial Park camp-
ground came along at Pancake Bay, and I decided
to spend the 4th there, instead of madly running
around the loop I had originally planned. Good
thing, too. By the time I hiked the nature trail,
discovered that the next park, Superior, had
0jibway pictographs, ran up there, came back and
blew up and launched my inflatable boat.

Pancake Bay has an unusual 3.6-kilometer-
long sandy beach, though the shore of Lake
Superior is generally rocky. The protected beach
is the last stop of the French Fur trappers going
east, when they were running out or supplies and
made pancakes from the last of their flour. The
terrain between there and Agawa, where the
pictographs are, is of the so-scenic rocky sort, so
I had the best of both worlds.

The roads of the large campground were
decorated with hordes of orange Devil's Paint-
brush. The wild strawberries were ripe. The
swamp on the nature trail had delicate small pink
orchids, and the big purple-brown flowers and
red-veined cups of pitcher plants. The woods
were dark, full of ferns and mosses, and the tidy
dwarf dogwoods were in flower. On the beach
were the white flowers of a large raspberry, wild
roses, an aluminum spar of a wrecked sailboat,
and a wrinkled, crunched oil drum also spewed
up by the lake. Sailors greatly respect the short
storm-chop of the Great Lakes.

At Agawa 40 miles to the north, on the
sloping rocks where the Ojibway landed their
canoes to paint the Great Lynx and other figures,
waves were splashing and it was hard to remem-
ber that this was not the ocean. But the distinc-
tive smell of the fresh water reminded me how
appropriately these Great Lakes are called fresh.
The rocky terrain at Agawa was fun to scramble
over, and the big pink Moccasin Flower, another
orchid, grows here, a fact I discovered when I
followed a Canadian family off the designated
path for a hill-top view of the lake.

Rally Information
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Running back down to Pancake Bay, I
stopped for photos. Then when I stopped again
near a small island close by the shore, here were
the same Canadians having a picnic. Soon the
father went over to the bushes to gather sticks,
and all leaned over a small crackling fire of gray
twigs, roasting marshmallows. Right in the
middle of the day. Without even having a tempt-
ing bed of fat red coals. Two successive nights at
the rally, people had brought out marshmallows
at the evening fires, and here's me, trying to lose
a few surplus pounds, scarfing up eight marsh-
mallows per evening.

Rally Information
At home I'm always wanting to roast marsh-

mallows, feeling deprived on facing a mature bed
of coals without marshmallows, and my Utah-
born kids always disinterest-ed. Maybe this is a
Midwestern habit? Maybe under the years of
Western living, there is still a little Midwesterner.

Thanks to the USCA rally, I was able to re-
investigate my Midwestern roots. And experi-
ence again the wonderful diversity of our conti-
nent.  More on the rally and on the Honda/EML
rig to come.

Dorde Woodruff

RALLY RESULTS
Oldest trailered rig: G.C. Hammond, Cincinnati, Ohio, '57 Harley/'37 Goulding

Oldest ridden rig: Dan Ulvog, Calumet City, Illinois, '47 Indian/'47 Harley

Long distance solo rider; Dee Edwards, Suisun, California, BMW

Long distance sidecar rider, male, West: Richard Reynolds, Carpinteria, California, 2795 miles, Kaw/
California

Long distance sidecar rider, male, East: Glenn Wartluft, Fort Walton Beach, Florida, 1214 miles,
BMW/Homemade

Long distance sidecar rider, female, West: Nancy Kotanko, Langley, British Columbia, 3825 kilome-
ters, Honda/Bingham

Long distance sidecar rider, female, East: Marsha Wacker, Rocky River, Ohio, 423 miles, Moto
Guzzi/Velorex

Long distance tour: Jessie and Margaret Land, 6349 miles, Canton, Georgia, Honda/EML

Far, far away award: Hajime and Teiko Karasawa, Sendai, Japan, BMW/EML

Hard luck winner: Norman Lucas, San Carlos, California, Suzuki/Equalean

Youngest passenger: Jennifer Warwick, Great Lakes, Illinois, 11 weeks, Honda/Aved

Oldest passenger: Ellyne Smith, Indianapolis, Indiana, 69, Honda/Spirit Eagle

Youngest sidecar rider: Bob Waterman, Enfield, Connecticut, 18, Motoguzzi/Watsonian

Oldest sidecar rider: Alfred Neumann, Deepwoods Lake, Wisconsin, 83, Honda/Spirit Eagle

Best homemade sidecar: Doug Miller, Tallahasee, Florida, Kawasaki/Homemade

People's choice: Dan Ulvog, Calumet City, Illinois, '47 Indian/'47 Harley

Best-dressed couple: Alfred and Janice Neumann, Deepwoods Lake, Wisconsin
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RALLY RESULTS
FIELD EVENTS
Water Balance: Dan and Connie Patuska, Rockford, Illinois

Tube Toss: Marsha Elliott, Claysville, Pennsylvania

Bean Ride: Harold Allen, Mt. Morris, Illinois, and John Tripp, Southfield, Michigan

Distance Guess: Diane Wilson, Mishawaka, Indiana

Ball Toss: Victor and Bonnie Hari, Gilman, Illinois

50/50 DRAWING The Moules, Gladwin, Michigan

We wish to thank these donors of door prizes for the Interlochen rally:

Eclipse Co., Ann Arbor, Michigan

Creative Marketing, San Carlos, California

Custom Cycle, Lansing, Michigan

Village Cycle, Detroit, Michigan

Kimball and Sons, Lansing, Michigan

Silver Eagle Enterprises, Mason, Wisconsin

College Bike Shop, Lansing, Michigan

P&P Cycle Products, Royal Oaks, Michigan

Thompson Cyclecars, San Fernando, California

AAA Cycle, Imlay, Michigan

California Sidecars/G&S Sales, Two Rivers, Wisconsin

Side Strider, Van Nuys, California

Road Rider Magazine, Mission Viejo, California

Great Lakes Sidecarist, Lakeland, Michigan

Renold and Millie Hunt, Royal Oak, Michigan

Ride-by-Side Sidecars/C.J. Foust, Hartland, Michigan

Rally Information
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OFFICIAL STATISTICS
About 176 sidecar outfits, 208 motorcycles total.

There were 389 adults registered, and 61
children five and up; always some day visitors
do not register.

Some of those who made the rally possible,
under the leadership of Ardis and Chuck
Foust, were:

Registration: Gloria and Ray Kimball, Millie
Hunt, Donna Tripp

Door Prizes: Bruce Campbell

HACKS (Bingo): Wymadene Allen, Linda Allen,
the Hunts

Rally Information
Name Tags: Charlie Rogers, Barry Alexander

Judging: Barry Alexander

Typing: Connie Taulbee

Signs: Brad Clark, Chuck Eldred

Thank you and all the others who worked on
the rally, those that ran the sidecar games, that
helped line up the bikes for judging, those who
helped get door prizes, and last, but not least
the Moores, dedicated motorcyclists them-
selves who enjoy providing a nice place for
riders to stay for a very small price. And a
special thanks to Father Doyle.

Dan Doyle and Walker Edmiston on Harley Classic , USCA Rally Grand Tour
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1984 Rally

Kids always enjoy someone visiting them on a sidecar rig

Kids always enjoy someone visiting them on a sidecar rig
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1984 Rally

Tim Schaeffer's trunk-trailer

Another impeccable rig, at the line-up out front for judging
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1984 Rally

Midwesterners take their beach-going seriously

Not every sidecar is big enough to carry a boat J
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1984 Rally

mishipeshu, spirit of the lake

Dan Ulvog’s ’47 Indian/Harley was voted People’s Choice, was also Oldest Ridden Rig
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FIRE AERO
. In last month's issue we prom-

ised a feature on this unique new
vehicle, billed as "The Ultimate Side-
car", and here it is. You might de-
scribe the Fire Aero as a backwards
road-going cross between a conven-
tional sidecar outfit, a sidecar
roadrace rig, and a car. It has three
wheels positioned like those of a
sidecar rig except the two are in the
front, it's streamlined like a road race
outfit. Except for its lack of symme-
try, it looks like a little sports car, but
within lurks a motorcycle.

The Fire Aero was designed to
give ex-citing performance at an
affordable price, without sacrificing
convenience and comfort. It features
attention to detail and elegantly
simple construction.

It made an appearance at Laguna
Seca, and was noticed. We have a
commitment that two or three Fire
Aeros with different engines will be
at the Griffith Park Rally. Literature
will be available, and appointments
can be made for test rides. Around
that time, also, we can do a road test.
It's reputed to take a little time to get
used to driving it - like any asym-
metrical vehicle - and it will be inter-
esting to compare it to our rigs.

The kit was originally made for
Honda 750s, now there are kits for
Gold Wings, and the Yamaha Maxim.
There is a prototype CBX Fire Aero
now, and more versions are planned.
Actually a Fire Aero can be built
using any motorcycle engine (750 or
larger is recommended) but those for
which kits are not yet available must
have the engine mounts fabricated by
the builder.

Driver and passenger sit side by
side. The seats are molded into the
front body section, and have remov-
able pads. The vehicle can be used
with an open T top, or fully enclosed.
Doors are diagonally hinged gull-
wing. A windshield wiper and interior
ventilation system can be used.

A latched tail section lifts up for
motorcycle maintenance. The bike
can be removed and returned to use
as a motorcycle at any time. A ram
and ducted air for engine cooling
permit operation without a fan. Steer-
ing is by Chevette rack-and-pinion.
Front suspension is VW balljoint with
heavy duty stabilizer bar and OEM
shocks. Tires are 185/60 VR-13 radi-
als in the front, and 155 HR 15 rear.

The kit includes parts like the
body and floor pan assembly, tail
section, headlight bucket, instrumen-
tation panel lid, air intake scoops and
shrouds, seats, frame assembly, and
various chassis parts.

Parts and hardware not provided
with the kit are readily available. The
kit, which costs $1995, includes
specs for all parts, sources, exploded
view drawings, and guidelines for
building. An optional door and win-
dow assembly is $349.50. Prices are
FOB Laguna Beach, California.

Overall length is 142.25 inches,
width is 65 inches, height is 42
inches. Curb weight is 875 to 925
pounds.

The Fire Aero is produced by
Industrial Design Research, Inc., P.O.
Box 1156, Laguna Beach, CA 92652,
Phone 714/497-7162.

Road Test
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Road Test
FIRE AERO
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S/C Racing
Sidecar racing fans were treated to thrilling

action as the team of Lind and Hart cleaned up
the field with their Wasco-framed, TZ750-
powered outfit at this AMA National in
Monterey, California, July 22. What made the
win impressive was that due to a DNF in their
heat race Lind and Hart were gridded on the last
row for the final.

The DNF in the heat was due to a crankshaft
failure while running in first place. "No prob-
lem," thought Bruce Lind afterwards, "we'll just
slip in our spare engine." However, things still
didn't look too rosy after that was done, as the
gearbox wouldn't work. They worked furiously,
missing the final practice, and barely finished the
repair before the race.

"I think we owe our win to Bruce's bra,"
quipped Jack Hart in the winners' circle. Lind
explained that he adapted a jogging bra to help
support a broken collarbone received on June
15th at Loudon. What's it like racing with a
broken collarbone? "I was tired," Lind com-
mented, "but Jack made up for what I couldn't
do."

He went on to reflect that "winning the
National Championship on a sidecar seems to
have some type of curse that goes with it,"
referring to all the problems they've had this
season. Curse or not, this is the fifth consecutive
year they've won at Laguna Seca.

The next round in the championship series
was to be at Sears Point in Sonoma, California,
and Lind and Hart planned on being there. And
"we don't ever go to a race to be anything but
number one."

They weren't the only ones to have troubles
at Laguna. Most of the sidecar contingent had
equipment problems, making relaxation an
unknown word to the racers and their mechanics.
Karl Cleeton and Robert Bruce Eng took a
second in the final, after also starting from the
back of the grid. "We had to start at the back
because we didn't make the heat race yesterday,"

LIND AND HART CONTINUE TRADITION AT LAGUNA
said Cleeton, "We had a broken head stud and
stayed up all night working on it. I knew we'd
have to charge hard in the race, but we got a
reasonably good start. I could always feel Ian
[Fillery] there behind us, pressuring us."

"This is our best finish ever at Laguna. It's a
relatively new rig; we're still learning how to ride
it", he added. "It has a TZ700 engine - they're
more dependable than a 750. Ian Fillery built the
frame."

"I think that's doing fairly well, having two
of my outfits in the winners' circle," noted
Fillery, who with his passenger Brian Celeen
took his TZ750-engined, Fillery-framed outfit to
a close third in the final. This team won the first
two Nationals and still holds the championship
points lead.

Celeen added that "we were kind of short on
horsepower most of the weekend. We seized a
piston this morning so we built it again. We
started in the pole position after winning the heat
race yesterday, but we went into Turn 1 in
sixth.In the last lap, in Turn 3, the engine went
flat - we could tell it was gone. I was looking for
the Suzuki [Canadians Roney and Rihela], but he
was having problems too."

"I was disappointed we had so much trouble
this weekend, " continued Fillery, "disappointed I
couldn't go as fast as I wanted to." A machinist
by trade, Fillery has begun to build racing sidecar
outfits at his shop in Ontario, Canada. "I started
tooling this winter," he said. "I really have been
trying to get people excited about making the
sport bigger and better. The only way I can do it
is to manufacture sidecars." A Fillery outfit costs
$3500 U.S. for a rolling chassis; this includes
everything except the engine, transmission, and
tires.

Hotly involved with Fillery and Celeen in
the battle for third were Phil Roney and Harvey
Rihela. Despite having no rear brake they fin-
ished second in the heat, so they were gridded on
the first row in the race and were first off the line
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when the green flag was dropped. But their
998cc Suzuki engine was no match for the more
powerful TZs of Lind and Hart, Fillery and
Celeen, and Cleeton and Eng. Even so, they
were soon into a tight battle for third. "When we
went wide in one turn Fillery and Celeen snuck
by," Roney said. "Right after the hill we went off
the bloody track, so we lost about three or four
seconds. I finally got back up by Fillery in the
last lap, and he beat me by only half a bike
length!"

Sidecar roadracing is a demanding sport.
Without exception, all of the racers I talked to
here were motivated to run outfits for the sheer
joy of it, despite all the agony they go through to
get their machinery working right. And some-
times there's more agony than success.

Leon Van Orsdale and passenger Bernie
Thomas are a case in point. Their five year-old
outfit, severely lacking in horsepower with its
three-cylinder, two-stroke, water-cooled Suzuki
engine, had ignition problems and quit during
the warm-up lap for their heat race. So they were
gridded on the last row for the race, put in a
good effort, but still finished last. Prior to the
race Van Orsdale predicted that they would
finish "Dead last". There's no one back there to
race with," he lamented.

It's notable that hardy souls exist in sidecar
racing, that in spite of all odds the will to race
prods them on. For some, machinery and fate
allow them a moment in the winners' circle. For
others, the thrill of racing serves as sufficient
reward for all their efforts.

S/C Racing
LIND AND HART CONTINUE TRADITION AT LAGUNA

RESULTS - LAGUNA SECA
8 Lap Sidecar Final
1. Lind/Hart No. 1 Yamaha

2. Cleeton/Eng No. 74 Yamaha

3. Fillery/Celeen No. 4 Yamaha

4. Roney/Rihela No. 95 Suzuki

5. J. Dailey/A. Dailey No. 41 Suzuki

6. Thorne/Docherty No. 7 Windle

7. Essaff/Taylor No. 2 Kawasaki

9. Van Orsdale/Thomas No. 29 Suzuki
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S/C Racing
LIND AND HART CONTINUE TRADITION AT LAGUNA

© Articles & photos Bruce & Pam Wasserman
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S/C Racing
LIND AND HART RUN AWAY WITH SEARS POINT

Stunning the spectators, AMA champions
Lind and Hart took command of the event on the
sixth turn of the first lap, finishing the race with
a 14-second lead over the second place team of
Ian Fillery and passenger Steve Quinn.

Despite the fact that he's still recovering
from a broken collarbone, Lind managed a 1:56
lap early in the race. After he was sure he'd
opened up a hefty lead, he relaxed the pace to
2:00 laps.  "We were beat," said the second place
Fillery. "Sears is a very rough track, and it tires
you out."

"They've got potholes out there that eat
you," a Fillery crew member added. The de-
manding 12-turn, 2.5-mile track, often billed as
the roughest track in the country to master, took
its toll on the team of Dean Cleeton and Brian
Eng on the final lap, when Eng missed a hand-
hold in the tight turn-eight esses, and fell off the
sidecar. That left Cleeton in the unenviable
situation of steering through the esses without a
passenger. He crashed.

Third place was then inherited by the team
of Mark Bevans and Erik Iseman, on a TZ-
powered outfit which they had just finished
putting back together the day before.

Fourth went to Leon Van Orsdale and
passenger Bernie Thomas who, despite consis-
tent riding, were obviously down on power on
their Suzuki Water Buffalo compared to the rest
of the pack.

Despite Lind and Hart's walkaway victory,
the prospects look grim for them to retain the
championship this year.

Fillery and company have a commanding
points lead. "Even if Lind and Hart get two more
firsts, I only have to get two fourths, and I'll still
be first in points," said Fillery after the race. "I'm
going to get number one this year, and I'll do
what I have to do. Then I'll be back next year to
defend my title," he added.

If that is the outcome, next year promises
to bring some exciting racing to the sidecar
circuit, as Lind and Hart redouble their efforts,
in order to regain the championship.

Pete Essaff and Francis Mazur managed to
finish the race despite a fuel pump wire which
pulled off during the race. Rider and passenger
took turns holding the wire on for the remaining
laps, and were

quite beat at the end. Mazur estimated they
would have been about third if this hadn't
happened. Mazur, who is an exper-, ienced
sidecar and solo bike roadracer but*-" hadn't
raced on sidecars recently, re-placed Mike
Taylor, who was sick, at the last minute.

Mike Taylor, the owner of the outfit, fell
off during the previous race at Laguna Seca.
Essaff, who built the rig, has had trouble with
the rear brakes all season. They had just passed
the two rigs of Thorne and Dailey, were late
braking in Turn 9, locked up and went off the
exit. To get back the fastest, Essaff spun out.
Taylor, who isn't as experienced as Essaff's
previous passenger Dennis

Crueger, was unprepared for this maneuver
and fell off. "Mike was just standing there and I
yelled for him to get on," said Essaff. I don't
think he really wanted to, but he ran over and
we finished the race."

Essaff who with Crueger was the 1982
champion is building an outfit for him-self, but
it won't be ready until next year.

Remaining races in the Camel Pro series
are in Brainerd, Minnesota, on September qk,
2nd, and Mid-Ohio Sept. 30. There are also
races remaining in the Can/Am Series.

For those who have access to WTBS on
cable or otherwise, the program Motorweek
Illustrated at 5:35 PM EDT, hosted by former
AMA staffer Dave Despain, occasion-ally
shows sidecar races.
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The Sears Point race was on the August 25th
show. Excerpts from a number of car and bike
races are shown, so coverage is brief. In this case,
the sidecar racing was also shown during the
sign-off at the end of the show.

Dorde Woodruff

RESULTS - SEARS POINT,
August 18,19 10 Lap, 25 Mile Sidecar Final
1. Lind/Hart No. 1 Yamaha

2. Fillery/Quinn No. 4 Yamaha

3. Iseman/Bevans No. 23 Yamaha

4. Van Orsdale/Thomas No. 29 Suzuki

5. Cleeton/Eng No. 74 Yamaha

6. Essaff/Mazur No. 2 Kawasaki

7. Ramirez/Breede No. 6 Suzuki

1984 SIDECAR POINT STANDINGS
(As of Sears Point)

1. Ian Fillery Ontario, Canada 69

2. Bruce Lind Seattle, Washington 53

3. Ron Thorne Ontario, Canada 41

4. John Dailey Ontario, Canada 34

5. Dean Cleeton, Vallejo, California 26

6. Jeff Millard Mt. Clemense, Michigan 21

7. Peter Essaff Fremont, California 17

7. Leon Van Orsdale San Diego, California 17

9. Tony Ramirez, Ontario, California 15

10. Eric Iseman, San Jose, California 13

S/C Racing
LIND AND HART RUN AWAY WITH SEARS POINT
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S/C Racing
LIND AND HART RUN AWAY WITH SEARS POINT
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S/C Racing
SIDECAR DIRT TRACK
RACING COMING TO
CALIFORNIA

Trevor Harrison of Reseda, California, is
supplying Wasp outfits for sidecar flat track or
TT racing. Two proper outfits are put together so
far, and three converted sidecar MX outfits are
being readied by the Palfreyman brothers Philip
and Johnny and Ralph Whitney. Bertus DeJong
of Speedway fame is also involved. Racing is
scheduled to begin at Bakersfield in about six
weeks or two months. Racing will also be avail-
able on Sunday afternoons at Indian Dunes, and
TT at Perris Raceway. Outfits can practice half
mile any time at Indian Dunes.

This is an appealing spectator sport well-
attended overseas. The bikes are very low in
aspect. Outfits can reach speeds of over a hun-
dred miles an hour in a half-mile. In Australia
outfits race the mile, also, and there this dirt track
racing is called speedway. Confusing.

Outfits come with two swing arms for the
sidecar, one that will tilt, as in the cover photo,
for flat track, and one that is rigid for turning
either way, for IT.

Harrison has a cylinder exchange for
Yamaha 650 engines. He’ll supply an 880cc set
of cylinders and pistons for $450, a 87mm bore.
Bored and stroked to 87mm and 85mm, respec-
ively, for a displacement of 1012cc, the exchange
costs $750. A rolling chassis is $2200, plus
freight.A kit with no wheels or shocks is $1500.
The chair can be on the left or on the right.

Harrison came here from England a couple
of years ago. He can be reached at Wasp Motor-
cycles USA, 19432 Arminta St, Reseda, CA
91335. Or call 818/993-1193 evenings.

RIGID SIDECARS
From Ixion, Motorcycle Reminiscences

The rigid type of sidecar existed from
the outset, but was regarded by many drivers
as a dangerous beastie, and by others as
unmechanical.

Such notions sound absurd in these
days. But it is necessary to remember that
we were all tolerably ignorant, and that
some quaint abortions were foisted on us
from time to time by the minnows of the
engineering trade.

The courage of the first man to eat an
oyster was no greater than that of the first
wight who clambered on the unsprung
saddle of the first high pushbike. And he in
turn was very little pluckier than the pio-
neers of the tricar and the sidecar. The only
miracle is that any of us still survive.

Primitive prejudice against rigid side-
cars was due to the fact that the front wheel
is chiefly used to steer, whereas on a bicycle
it is also used to balance. At corners or on a
cambered road the tyro would instinctively
use his front wheel for balancing purposes,
and forget all about steering. So he gener-
ally took the ditch, picked himself up an-
grily, and foamed out remarks of a
regrettable...character.

S/C History
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Legal Brief
SIDECARING AND THE
LAW.

Terry Fox of Broadway, Florida, called my
home. He got a ticket for making a right-hand
turn with the sidecar wheel in the air. This was
alleged to be an example of careless driving,
defined as to "endanger the life, limb or property
of any person".

(If having the sidecar wheel elevated at
some time or the other were truly evidence of
careless driving, about 95% of our membership
would probably have their licenses revoked.)

When Terry called he was undecided about
whether to challenge the ticket or pay the $30
fine. On behalf of all sidecarists everywhere, I
suggested he challenge it. At last came the day
of the court appearance.

Armed with several pages of the dynamics
of safe sidecar operation from me on the pecu-
liarities to sidecaring, Terry went to court. The
scene was straight out of "Night Court". Some
80 cases were cleared in less than an hour, and
the judge was handing out fines to all and
sundry.

When it was Terry's turn at the bench, the
arresting officer testified that Terry had the
audacity to "lift his sidecar wheel twice". Like a
dog at a lamppost, perhaps. Actually, Terry only
lifted his sidecar wheel once. The judge was
quite impressed at first because he related this to
auto driving skills. He thought Terry was driving
a BMW car.

Having gotten that straightened out, the
prepared statement on sidecar dynamics was
deposited with the clerk. After due deliberation
the judge handed down the verdict. Not guilty.
Lifting your sidecar wheel is a normal operation
and as such is recognized by the law.

As this case can set a precedent in the
annals of sidecaring in the U.S., for reference this
was the case of Terry Lynn Fox vs. the LM Beach
County, Florida, Case Number 83-
17921TTA04k.

If you should have a problem with the law
relating to the peculiarities of sidecaring, drop
me a line. For something really serious profes-
sional legal help is best, but for matters like
lights-on laws, tollways, and lifting the sidecar
wheel, perhaps I can help.

[Hal included a copy of his expert testimony
with this article, and joking aside, it was impres-
sive and thorough.]

Dorde Woodruff.
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In Memorium

Ken Armour
ILLINOIS

Our good friend and riding partner Ken Armour lost his life in an
immense and terrible explosion at the Union Oil Refinery in

Romeoville, Illinois, July 24th. He was a shift supervisor who had
worked there for 16 years. A total of 17 men and women were killed

and 22 more injured.

Ken was USCA #1330, and joined in November of 1980. He and his
wife Joyce have been active in the Northern Illinois Region of USCA.
He helped us with our homemade trophies for the Pow Wow. Joyce,

a legal secretary by profession, as Secretary/Treasurer is the
backbone of the chapter. They rode 15,000 to 18,000 miles a year,

contributed to the Favorite Road column of Road Rider, and did the
1000 mile in one day, mostly in the rain.

The large number of people that came to the wake showed the
number of friends this man had made. It was the most people I've
ever seen at a wake. One of the many floral pieces was a large one

depicting a motorcycle wheel, sent by the NIR.

In the large funeral procession, bringing up the rear were
motorcycles ridden by Charlie Hall, Dan Ulvog, Terry Strassenburg,

and myself. Ken was laid to rest in the beautiful, hilly Elmhurst
Cemetary in Joliet, Illinois.

From the Chicago Sun-Times, "Joyce describes her husband as quiet
and soft-spoken. 'But when he liked you, you were his friend for life,'

she said. 'I've had calls from a lot of his men—they all thought the
world of him.'

Written by his friend, Ed Johnson
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Club News
NOTES FROM NJ
By Mary Cron

The morning of the 7th Annual Rally, held
April 29th in Bayville, New Jersey, looked
threatening and this kept some away. But then it
became absolutely beautiful, and some of us
went home with the season's first sunburns.

I'm beginning to think that the New Jersey
designation should be New Jersey/Metropolitan
New York/Philadelphia Area. Many come from
both New York and Pennsylvania, besides New
Jersey. Which is great!

The trophy for youngest sidecar passenger
went to David Michael Booth of Long Branch,
NJ. He worried a lot for fear someone would be
younger than he. Carl Sorenson of Olive Bridge,
New York, was awarded trophies for being both
the oldest sidecar driver and for travelling the
most miles (175) to the rally.

Anna Eilanzar of East Meadow, NY, re-
ceived the trophy for oldest sidecar passenger -
though all the passengers were young, including
Anna. Martha Gold of Cherry Hill, NJ, was given
the trophy for travelling the most miles on a solo
bike. The oldest sidecar rig was Stephen Clark's
of Rockville Center, NY.

Rallies are always a lot of work, but the
work is well worth it when comments such as
these come:

"It was such fun last time, I took the day off
to be here today."

"A great place to bring the family. The kids
love it."

"The road tour was fascinating."

"I found the answer to my problem. One of
the sidecarists solved it perfectly."

"I think I sold the outfit I had come to sell."

"My first time at a rally, but you can bet I'll
come again."

Well, now isn't this something. Just about
everyone who was at the rally begged to have

another one in the fall. So be sure to mark your
calendars and come. The fall get-together will be
from 9 AM to 5 PM Sunday, October 14, at the
usual place, Cedar Creek Campgrounds, 1052
Route 9, Bayville, NY 08721. Their phone is
201/469-1413. Everyone is welcome, members
and non-members, using two-, three-, or four-
wheeled vehicles.

Mary Cron gives long distance solo trophy to
Martha Gold

For more information contact Mary Cron at
407 West Fifth Ave, Roselle, NJ 07203, or phone
201/245-5794 or /269-2533, 10 rings, please.

David Booth worried some younger kid would
show up, but he was the youngest passenger
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Club News
THE SOUTHERN FRIED
CALIFORNIA CHAPTER IS
ROLLING
By Jack Fassel

At our first meeting held at
Motorvation in Pasadena on April 28th,
after a few opening comments from Jim
Krautz we got into the meat of the matter,
the workshop. Various principles of mount-
ing and handling were discussed and dem-
onstrated, using a hack setup provided by
one of the participants. After a litlte sweat-
ing we got him on the road.

We made plans for heading out to the
Annual Rally, and will start our own casual
event in the fall. As suspected, we are going
to be pretty laid back, no organization, no
officers, no regular meetings, no dues, and
worry about riding (or is that driving) our
machines.

We did not cover one very important
agenda item: our name. But for now you
can remember us as Southern Fried Califor-
nia. If you have suggestions, call or write,
Jack Fassel, 13110 Old West Ave., San
Diego, CA 92129, 619/484-2010

FOSC AND OUTLOOK
The English-based Federation of Side-

car clubs is something like our Association,
except that instead of our chapters they have
member clubs. A great assortment, evi-
dently. Two recent affiliates are the Confluie
De Side-Car De L'Quest of St. Erblou,
France, and the Russian Motorcycle and
Sidecar Association of Australia.

Members of the Fed. use such exotic (to
us) combinations as a Vincent 1000 with
Briggs D/A, a BMW R100T with Garrard
Grand Prix, and a Honda 400-Four with
Javelin. Plus the Watsonians and Squires for
which we're lucky enough to have import-
ers.

It's pleasant to see a foreign-scene
sidecar magazine actually written in one's
native tongue (which seems much more
native to us when read than when heard,
Americans of course being the keepers of
reasonable pronounciations of the lan-
guage), and in addition full of droll Briti-
cisms.

Len Thorpe is the Overseas Contact
person of the Fed., and may be reached at 32
Edward Close, Ipswich, Suffolk lPl 4BE,
England. Colin Bembridge is the current
Chairman.

Bembridge tells about an unusual sight
on recent trip to New Zealand, a passing
motorcyclist, who at first glance appeared to
be wearing a fur coat. On closer inspection,
it turned out to be a headless deer tied to his
back. They couldn't decide if the rider was
just returning from a hunt, or was on his
way to a barbeque.

Now if he'd had a sidecar on his motor-
cycle, he could have transported his dead
deer in style and comfort.

Les and Lois Leach, shown with their Honda
750/Bingham were torch-carriers and
volunteers for the Olympics, story p35
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SUMMER IS FOR RIDING
We didn't plan it this way, but another

combined issue. Everybody was out enjoying the
summer and didn't notice, right. Actually, that is
what happened to your one-woman editorial/art
staff, more or less. Went on a long touring
assignment on the books since last summer, right
on the heels of the rally trip/bike test /tour. Got
home, already past deadline time, and immedi-
ately got sick. There's no arguing with viruses.
As it happens, our printer Ralph was not un-
happy at this development, as he had to go to the
hospital. At least we managed to get our off-duty
times synchronized.

OLD ROAD RIDERS NEVER
FADE AWAY

They just keep turning up in new places.
Our many members who enjoy Roger Hull's
work will be glad that, after retiring from Road
Rider recently, he's beginning a new career with
Harley-Davidson. Roger's duties will include
writing articles for the Enthusiast and a monthly
OEM column for Hot Bike (which has recently
gone to an emphasis on the American brand).

He'll also be the Harley Owners Group
chapter facilitator, that is, supervise the new
chapter leaders; contribute articles to the H-D
dealer news; to HOG Tales on company-oriented
subjects; and will assist in grass-roots ride
activities.

The job will be 3/4 time, at least for now,
which will presumably give him more time to
ride than he had as Road Rider's editor and
publisher. As part of his duties he'll also attend
competitive brand-oriented rallies. Not bad,
getting paid to attend rallies!

Harley-Davidson introduces their new bikes
at a different time than the other major manufac-
turers, in Reno this year - unfortunately when
your editor was off riding in the other direction.
For our enthusiasts of this brand, who might be
thinking of hanging a chair on a new Hog, we'll

give you a rundown of the new models in the
next issue.

HOT NEW SIDECAR BIKE
After much trauma and a little thousand

mile jaunt with the Dat. to do so, I managed to
pick up a K100 pre-production press bike which
became available just in time for a freelance
assignment in July. (There are problems being a
freelance motojournalist but riding a bike like the
K100 is definitely one of the advantages.)

Immediately it was evident that this is a
motorcycle to be lusted after. A departure from
the BMW tradition in some ways, true - and
some hard core twin-fanciers will hold out. But
this bike is its own justification, a combination
of some of the best qualities in motorcycling;
exciting, avant garde, yet beautifully crafted.

Bob Odell of Sidecar Restorations/BMW
Motorrad of St. Louis said that EML has been
"going crazy with the K100". Two components
of a rig both designed for the Autobahn - resign
yourself to buying the best available radar detec-
tor with this baby.

AMA WORKS FOR RIDERS
USCA members have a high level of mem-

bership in the American Motorcyclist Associa-
tion. But there still may be some who aren't
aware of how much the AMA does for us.

Their Government Relations Department
stays in touch daily with state, national, and local
bills and regulations which affect motorcycling.
For instance, after three years of pressure from
the AMA, the EPA was persuaded to give up its
extremist noise regulations for motorcycles; a
silly and unnecessary expense this would have
been for riders, when it isn't stock bikes that are
causing the problem. The latest EPA hassle to
occupy the AMA is that the agency wants to
phase out leaded gasoline entirely, which would
leave owners of older motorcycles low and dry.

Bits ‘n Pieces
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Another important and time-consuming
issue for the AMA was the California Air Re-
sources Board's severe exhaust emission stan-
dards which would have required catalytic
converters; GARB has slacked off now, at least
for a while. Some other things the AMA moni-
tors and lobbies for are: rider education, bills to
allow helmet headphones, and for High Occu-
pancy Vehicle lanes to be available to bikes as
fuel conservers.

Also, membership confers a number of
individual benefits; many of us probably aren't
utilizing all of these that we could. Take theft -
their magazine will list stolen bikes, and also the
AMA provides a reward of $200 for information
leading to an arrest and conviction, if you have
your AMA sticker on your bike. Some other
benefits are tour, car rental, and campsite dis-
counts; state-by-state motorcycle law charts; the
Tour Guide service for planning trips; the Helpin'
Hands network; and the new motorcycle insur-
ance program.

Another thing the AMA did, recently, was to
grant the Motorcycle Safety Foundation $1000 to
buy more copies of the Wisconsin DOT film
"Riding High" which illustrates what happens to
motorcycling skills when a rider drinks. Demand
for the film has been so great that hundreds of re-
quests for it were turned down. A meaningful
contribution. Everyone who has been around
motorcycling long enough knows of at least one
tragedy on the road involving drinking - often
drunk car drivers, but it's less well known that a
great number of motorcycle accidents involve a
drunk rider.

USCA'S ONE-MAN GOVERNMENT
RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

Of course, we are lucky enough to have our
own one-man crusade, Hal Kendall. You have
but to bring injustice to motorcyclists to his
attention, and Hal somehow finds the time to
respond. Now that Hal is back from Australia, he
has resumed pointing out their faulty logic to
various judges, mayors, and assorted legislators
all over the country.

Bits ‘n Pieces
SIGH

We hate to be wrong. The Harley on the
cover of the Jul-Aug issue is not a '37, but a '31
according to a sixty plus member Charles
Dutton, #87. Milwaukee concurs.

ACTIVITY IN
SIDECARLAND

A cordial welcome to the new magazine
Hack'd which made its long awaited appearance
with the June issue. Founder Jim Dodson was
generous with complimentary copies of Volume
1, Number 1, but if you didn't get one, a year's
subscription to the quarterly is available for $5
from Hack'd, P.O. Box 17640, Portland, Oregon
97217.

The first issue has a strong Northwest
flavor - Jim lives there - but it also has much
material of interest to all sidecarists in its 40
pages. Every sidecaring publication has its own
contribution to make, and we congratulate Jim
on getting his venture off to such a good start.

All the sidecaring publications reinforce
and stimulate each other. Vi Shanks has been
outdoing herself with The Chair lately. Vi had a
much more thorough article on Doug's electric
sidecar/camera cars than we have, so far.

It was a thrill to see them performing at the
Olympics, for all the world to see, and Doug has
promised us some complete coverage of his
project on his return from visiting England,
which he is doing right after Mariposa, which
came right after the Olympics.

ON SUBMISSIONS
Receiving a submission on perforated

computer paper, it occurred to me how much
easier it would be to prepare articles for publica-
tion if I didn't have to retype everything! If any
contributor has a Kaypro, don't send me a
printout, send me a floppy disc. While the output
of other computers can be converted, I don't
know how to do it yet.
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We've been talking about using the Prestige
typeface if you happen to have an IBM type-
writer or another that uses the similar elements.
The real coming thing in publishing is the com-
patibility of computers. It's already here - at our
annual rally I met Riley Tharp, a Cycle contribu-
tor, and he bought a Kaypro because that's what
Cycle has.

Another item to be considered in sub-
missions is copyright. Generally, we trade reprint
permission with the other sidecar association
publications. A recent submission had a copy-
right notice from the author. We must honor that.
Any articles or photos with the copyright symbol,
the c in a circle, may not be reprinted without
permission from the author. Contributors please
note.

CHOICE SIDECAR ARTICLE IN CYCLE
NEWS EAST

Those of us who live in the West generally
get the western edition of Cycle News, and vice
versa. The two editions swap some of their
features. But others are unique to one edition or
the other. The favorite subjects of the two are
different, and West appears to be disinterested in
sidecaring at the present time. East ran a really
fine feature on the EML BMW outfit in the
August 8th issue which has not so far appeared
in West, and I suspect it will not. Well worth
sending for, for the dollar it costs for a single
copy, postpaid:

Cycle News East, P.O. Box 805, Tucker GA
30085-0805

The article also includes as good a short
analysis on the reasons for the popularity of
sidecars in the early days as I have seen any-
where.

The EML outfit is the same one that another
author, Jim Wolcott, who likes sidecars quite
well, wrote about in Road Rider. The same
August 8 issue also includes Part One of
Wolcott's 10,000 mile test of the 1984 Gold
Wing. While Wolcott is no longer with Road
Rider, he is staying in motojournalism for the

time being, at least, through freelancing.

Part Two of Wolcott's Gold Wing article is
in the August 15th issue of CN East. It originated
in the West.

DON'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING YOU SEE
IN PRINT DEPT:

Despite what AM says I said, the name of
Utah's unique San Rafael area is the San Rafael
Swell, not the San Rafael Sweep. It is a marvel-
ous sweep of canyons and mesas - but that ain't
its name.

Reminds me of the time a magazine which
is a lot more picky about its spelling than its
subject matter changed Utahn to Utahan, the
incorrect spelling which somehow crept into an
important dictionary (as if the author didn't know
how to spell the word for inhabitants of her own
state. Humpf.)

And of the time I thoroughly mixed up in
editing his letter the contents of Clarence
Kessler's little bike garage.

Typos are a lot easier to produce than pure
mistakes. The classic was on some hot new bike
featured in Cycle. The official painter on what
must have been a pre-production bike managed
to inscribe carefully on the tank in large promi-
nent letters "KAWSAKI". Remember that?

MEMBERS PARTICIPATE
IN OLYMPICS

California members Les and Lois Leach got
to carry the Olympic torch, and were two of the
many volunteers which made the event possible.
Anyone who actually saw the torch being carried
through the country knows what an impressive
weeks-long ceremony it was.

They have a customized '71 Honda 750 like
the camera outfits fitted with Bing-ham Mk II
sidecar. An unusual touch is the Honda 600 car
wheel on the sidecar. And their rig has one of the
spacy Jacwal Superwedges which go well with
the design of that particular sidecar. photo p32.

Bits ‘n Pieces
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Coming Events
CHAPTER EVENTS: Send to Jim Krautz by 20th of third month preceding cover date, that is, by Jul

20th for the October issue.

ALL OTHERS: Send to USCA, Van Nuys, to arrive by the 1st of the second month preceding the
cover date, that is, by Oct 1 for the December issue.

Oct 27-28, GRIFFITH  PARK, 13th Annual Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles. Overnight camping aturday
night, movies Saturday night. Sunday: T-shirts, rally prizes, hot dogs, cokes, coffee.

Rally fee $5 per sidecar only. Contact Doug Bingham, 15838 Arminta St, Unit 25, Van Nuys, CA
91406, 808/780-5542.

One of sidecaring's biggest, best, and most prestigious events. Show bikes, antiques, classics,
militaries, race bikes, demos, other three-wheelers.

SEPT 26-29, RUIDOSO MOTORCYCLE FESTIVAL, call 505/257-5851.

SEPT 30, AMA/Camel Pro Series Road Races, Mid-Ohio, Lexington.

OCT 14. New Jersey/Metro NY/Philadelphia FALL GET-TOGETHER, Cedar Creek Campgrounds,
Bayville, NY, 9AM-5PM.

Contact Mary Cron, 201/245-5794 or /269-2533. See "Club News".

OCT 19-21, SONNENSCHEIN RALLY, Central Florida BMWOA. Turkey Lake Park, Orlando.
Weiner roast, chili, all you can eat chicken Bar-B-Q, endless coffee pot, pin, patch, tours, door
prizes, fun run, other activities.

Contact CFBMWOC, P.O. Box 6512, Orlando, FL 32803, phone 305/699-1404.

NOV 9-11, SAN DIEGO DAZE, HAVASU NIGHTS. A first Annual event of the Southern Fried
California Chapter, at Lake Havasu on the California-Arizona border. No registration fees.

Contact Jack Fassel, 619/484-2010.

DEC 2, TOY RUN, Vancouver, B.C., USCA Northwest and CSOC West Coast.

Contact Ken Long, 206/856-4499 or Jerry Kotanko, 604/534-6473.

FEB, the infamous BRASS MONKEY RALLY, in Southern California this year. Watch for details.

If coming from far away: Be sure to check just before event. With our Lead time, some-times we
cannot warn of cancellations or changes.
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Griffith Park
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INDUSTRIAL NEWS
REPORT FROM GERMANY
By Hal Kendall

Hans Koepsell is the designer and builder of
a beautiful handmade German sidecar, their
Stolzenberg. For over three decades Koepsell has
designed and built special bodies for a wide
variety of vehicles including trucks, semi-trailer
rigs, buses, cars, and campers. He went into
sidecar construction some eight years ago.

The sidecar industry is today a very narrow
and specialized segment of the transportation
field. No major vehicle manufacturer considers
the building of sidecars a viable option.

With a few exceptions, such as Squire or
Watsonian, sidecars are generally produced in
limited production from micro-factories. For
instance, the well-known DJP company in
Australia employs the part-time service of only a
few men, their principal revenue being derived
from a thriving motorcycle shop in front of the
"factory". Likewise, Koepsell produces one or
two Stolzenberg sidecars a week in a family
workshop supported by his auto repair trade.

Originally sidecars were constructed with a
metal frame and wickerwork body. Later came
wood, sheet aluminum, or steel bodies. Contem-
porary design, as in the Stolzenberg, utilizes
strong fiberglass bodies not subject to decay as
were the earlier bodies. Modern styling is easily
incorporated, and there is no limitation of colors.

Koepsell chooses to use the sporting bucket-
seat style. Adequate storage of pack-ages is
provided for behind the seat. The leg room is
quite generous. The windshield is detachable,
and may be stowed behind the seat.

Suspension is by torsion bar with rubber-
damped axle. An unusual departure from state-
side practice is the 12-inch disk-like wheel fitted
with a 125 SR12 radial car tire.

Because there is no general speed limit in
Germany, motorcycle-sidecar outfits there are
often driven at high speeds. Fittings must be
robust and dependable, because very high forces
are created when turning at speed.

Four fully-adjustable mounts secure the
sidecar firmly to the motorcycle frame, using ball
joints for the lower fittings and spade clamps for
the upper. Mounting is easier if the bare frame
without body is fitted to the motorcycle and all
major adjustments completed. The body is then
secured to the welded steel frame with four bolts.

The track width between the motorcycle and
sidecar wheels should be between 41 and 43.5
inches, taking care that there is adequate space
between the sidecar body/frame, and the bike
engine. There should be at least two inches of
clearance between the chair and the cylinder
head of a boxer-type engine; sufficient room
should be allowed to enable engine maintenance
to be done without removing the sidecar. Sidecar
wheel lead about 11 inches. Toe-in from .75 to
1.2 inches, and leanout about 1 degree.

DIMENSIONS: KOEPSELL
Length overall: 72.2"
Width overall: 31.2"
Leg space: 46.8"
Width inside: 19.5"
Seat cushion: 15.6" wide 16.4" long
Backrest: 19.5" high
Luggage space: 18.7" l. 15.6" w. 13.7"h
Weight overall: 187 lbs.
BRAKES: Yes

Stolzenberg Sidecar
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

First Time Ads
FOR SALE 1972 Moto Guzzi, International

sidecar, new top end, 1000cc kit, custom seat,
Vetter fairing, bags, and more. $2000. Contact:
Doug McNair, #1873, 11240 Handlebar Rd
Reston VA 22091 703/860-1125

FOR SALE 1980 Honda CX500 with Side-
strider Aved 2-seater. Cover July '82 Sidecar-
ist. Very low mileage, super clean. #3500 for
all, will sell M/C and S/C separately. Contact:
Bill Warwick, #1276 3028D Wyoming Av,
Great Lakes IL 60088 312/473-0065

WANTED Leading link front fork for '80
GL1100, with or without front and rear 15-
inch wheels. Contact: James Caldwell, #1009
Box 519, Guernsey WY 82214 307/836-2824

FOR SALE Guzzi G5 with EML family tourer.
Beautiful candy red paint, 16,000 miles.
Krauser bags, BMW fairing, convertible top. ,
$7500. Walt Reed, #1663, 2203 60th, Des
Moines IA 50322 515/279-8720

FOR SALE 1981 Watsonian GP Sport, Black,
soft top and tonneau, mounting hardware. One
owner, excellent condition, $2000. Contact:
Jim Sutocky, #1969, 2910 Anderson Wy.
Sacramento CA 95825, 916/485-1592

FOR SALE Steib 501 Sports sidecar. Like new,
stored 25 years. V. M. Greene, #613 548 Elm,
San Bernardino CA 94066

FOR SALE 1949 Harley Davidson with sidecar,
three forward speeds with reverse, suicide
clutch. Best offer. Betsy Ek, 9937 North Shore
Dr Duluth MN 55804 218/525-1085

FOR SALE 1983 California Friendship, low
mileage. Black with convertible top. Universal
mounts, excellent condition, will send pictures
if necessary Best offer over $1000. Contact:
Jim Dolan, #1810 4244 Pechin St Philadelphia
PA 19128 215/483-0501

FOR SALE Burgundy-colored Sweet Chariot
sidecar with strip lighting 4-point mount with
subframe for Silver Wing. Very light rig, good
shape. Contact: W. Edwards, #1804, P.O. Box
492, Lynnwood WA 98046 206/347-0688

FOR SALE 1965 BMW R60 with Steib car. new
rubber all around, new mufflers, large tank.
$1900. Contact: Charlie Betts, 1730 Pomona
Av #3 Costa Mesa CA 92627 714/642-3999

FOR SALE 1979 Gold Wing with Terra-plane,
10,000 miles, Windjammer modified fork, 4-
point mounting re-geared rear end, flat profil
tire,  $4000. John Walsh, #1065, 2701 S. Joyce
St, Arlington VA 22202. 703/684-8292

WANTED New or used windshield and stop-
and taillight for Spirit sidecar (Eagle?), Con-
tact: W. D Miller, #1129 2410 W. Charleston
Phoenix AZ 85023 602/863-1656

WANTED Sidecar, Ural, Steib, Globe. Also
Enduro bags for /2. Michael Averill, 14 N.
Dayton, Rockford MI 49341, 616/866-2795

FOR SALE 1983 Vetter sidecar, mint condition,
used three times, on 1980 Suzuki. Price
$2500. Contact: Nat H. Leach, 516 Prospect
St, Chicopee MS 01020 413/536-4165

FOR SALE 1980 H-D FLH Classic 80-in , and
sidecar, tan & cream, clean, plus extras.
$7800. Will consider selling bike and sidecar
separately. Contact: J. Liebman, #2506 P.O.
1383, Lake Isabella CA 93240 619/379-8666

FOR SALE OR TRADE Desert hack, fits BSA
or Velo or Suzuki GT plus fittings. Also '72
Suzuki 75OGT plus Vespa sidecar. Very clean.
I have many parts for Suzuki, Velo. Garage
cleanup. Contact: Nate Weiss, #523 6154 Haas
St, La Mesa CA 92041 619/461-1077
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

SECOND TIME ADS
FOR SALE Kenna sidecar fiberglass body and

seat mold, jigs, pat-terns, and miscellaneous
parts. $2000 firm. Contact: Ken Turk, #1438,
or Alex Stephens P.O. Box 505 Manteca, CA
95336 209/523-5443 or 209/526-9742

FOR SALE New Bingham Mark I sidecar,
$995. New Popcycle ice cream/cold drink
vending sidecar, $1295. Miscellaneous
sidecar frames from $495, all with universal
mounts. R. P. Kowalski, 124 Valencia Mesa
Fullerton, CA 92635 714/992-4336

FOR SALE '46 Flathead Harley, 74-inch, with
100% stock sidecar & spare tire, shield, 29K
miles on 100% restored bike and car, all stock
accessories. Offer over $16,000, serious only.
Contact: Steve Cothran, #2520 630 Univer-
sity Av, San Jose, CA 95110 408/292-3053

FOR SALE 1977 GL1000 Honda, Vetter fairing,
Calafia bags, GEM 4-1 rear end. Kenna
sidecar, 7500 miles, $2850 Contact: F.
Roszyk, #35, 6632 Turina Rd, Las Vegas, NV
89102, 702/871-4320

WANTED Sidecar to fit Vespa 150 with 8-inch
wheels. Would prefer a Squire, what have
you? Must be reasonable, in NE states, hope-
fully. Contact: Gregg S. Corcoran, #2581
Sedgewood Lane, Mansfield Center, CT
06250 203/423-4104

FOR SALE 1981 Gold Wing, like new, 15,000
miles, every extra including CB, tape, plus
Vetter sidecar. $8600 invested, make offer,
Bob Walker, #537, 28 Bayside Village,
Newport Beach, CA 92663 714/673-3622

FOR SALE Spirit Eagle sidecat, white, excel-
lent condition, with tonneau cover, all attach-
ment struts, driving light. Located in San
Diego. $800. Contact: Frank Thompson
Zuch, #237 538 Harding Av, San Fernando,
CA 91340 818/365-0081

FOR SALE Thompson Cyclecar, white, like-new
condition, with tonneau cover, all attachment
struts, running lights. $995, Frank Tompson
Zuch, #237 Thompson Cyclecars, P.O. Box
2AS, San Fernando, CA 91340 818/365-0081

FOR SALE '80 Honda Hawk with windshield,
custom seat, rack, oil cooler, and Spirit Eagle
with rack, driving light and tonneau cover,
$1500. Contact: Brian Carter, #1390, 2216 51
St, Sacramento, CA 95817 916/455-7587

WANTED Harley-Davidson: Package Van Frame
In Good Condition! Write or call. Contact:
Bob Bonnell RR#2, Box 84 Elmwood, IL
61529 309/245-4483

FOR SALE '81 Honda 900 Custom 10-speed,
Terraplane sidecar, fairing, trunk, bags, AM/
FM, cassette, airhorn, cruise control, 10647
miles, $3250 or B/O. Contact: Ken
Havenstrite 14986 Clovis Victorville, CA
92392 619/245-5405

FOR SALE R50S BMW 1962, good condition,
$1000. R26,R27 basket cases with some new
and extra parts, $1000 takes all. Wanted,
Heinreich gas tank for /2 BMW, LS200 Steib
Contact: Dan Holman, #2687, RP.#1, Box 44,
Gardner, KS 66030, 913/882-6892

WANTED H-D or Continental sidecar, for 1979
Electraglide. Will trade my excellent 850
Yamaha full dress, low miles. Pictures avail-
able. Geoff Oldfather 300 BRown Drive SW
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 602/458-4257

FOR SALE H-D 1980 FLH Classic with sidecar,
leading front fork, black and gray, red pin-
stripe, $7800, 16,000 miles. Contact: James
Zech, #1309, 31881 Cambridge, Livonia, MI
48154, 313/427-0143

FOR SALE Spirit of America sidecar, new tire,
paint. Excellent condition, asking $700 or best
offer. Will deliver within 150 miles, located S.
Jersey. Contact: Tom Fritz, 28 Grandview Dr
Woodstown, NJ 08098 609/769-2077
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Bookshop
NEW! SIDECAR OPERATOR MANUALS
HAVE ARRIVED
Cost: $5.00 each postpaid, for single copies Price

schedule for multiple issues: 2 - 5 $4.50 each

6 - 10: 4.00; 11 - 25: 3.50; 26 - 50: 3.00;>51: 2.50
CONTENTS
1) Tires, wheels and bearings, front end, sidecar fittings

and installation, suspension, controls, lights, horn,
chain, fuel and oil

2) Using the controls safely

3) Uneven surfaces, riding over objects, grooves and
gratings, sloping surfaces

4) Night riding

5) Emergencies: avoiding obstacles; minor emergen-
cies: flying objects, animals

6) Blowouts, stuck throttle, wobble, engine seizure,
getting off the pavement

7) Carrying passengers, cargo, and ballast

8) Trailers

9) Group riding

10) Operator physical and mental condition

11) Motorcycle and sidecar outfit: necessary equip-
ment, sidecar care

12) Sidecar operator skill test: starting on hill; sharp
turn, turning and stopping; turning speed judgement;
quick stop - straight; quick turn; quick stop - curve

13) U.S. sidecar manufacturers and distributors

Please make checks payable to the United Sidecar
Association.

Send order to: Ken Andersen, Book Officer, 4338 Red
Coat Rd., Rockford, IL 61109

Sidecar Manuals and back issues of THE SIDECAR-
IST can be ordered from last month's list.

SIDECAR OPERATOR MANUAL (SOM)
By Hal Kendall

The idea for the SOM began in 1980. Tim

Colburn, Dale McCormick, and Marge Jennings
very successfully conducted the Sidecar Skill
Schools at Northeastern Illinois University, but it
was apparent a manual was needed.

We approached the AMA, the MSF. and
NHTSA. All were in agreement that such a manual
was necessary. But they didn't have the skills or the
interest to develop one.

They did send voluminous studies for for solo
riders. With solo motorcycles so outnumbering sidecar
rigs, we simply fell through the cracks. If we wanted a
manual, we would have to prepare it ourselves.
Keeping it similar in format to the MSF's Motorcycle
Operator Manual (MOM) would preserve the continu-
ity of instruction.

Most sidecarists begin as motorcyclists. The
manual, therefore, dwells on the specific differences in
operating a single track or a dual track vehicle. A
motorist with no previous riding experience may also
learn the secrets of side-caring, however.

Safety organizations were given copies of the
draft manuscript and asked to comment on it. All
responded with  their comments and suggestions.

Dedicated to the USCA membership, the manual
should be invaluable for the novice sidecar rider, or as a
text for sidecar skill clinics. It includes a sidecar skil test
patterned after the MSF MOST skill test. All funds
received from its sale go into the Sidecar Educational
Fund for the promotion of manuals on sidecaring.
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Application Form
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